How to Attain Losing Website Traffic
Losing Traffic: 6 unique approaches to follow
Are you facing a constant downfall in the traffic on your page? If yes, grab the unique
approaches to tackle the situation and get the best-desired result. The decline in your website
or webpage is not as disheartening as you feel, it’s just a phase, you can grab them all again.
What you need to do just concentrate on the most crucial requirements that can come -up with
a high rate of traffic for you.
You can choose and apply any or few of from the numerous strategies that can really help to
optimize your website. It’s whether to boost SEO, while also a far ahead of your competitions or
working to rank on the first page of Google. Take a smart approach to cope-up the situation. It
can be achieved with these six unique approaches

Promote your content on social media platforms:

Creating content and subjects only is not enough. You have to be proactive about everything.
Here, what you can do is to keep an active post schedule on Facebook and other social
platforms. Get all the best ways and approaches of every social media platforms and channels
to promote your content.
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Your B2B niches can be easily handled through Google+ and Twitter too. Apart from that when
it comes to reaching for B2C, it can be contacted through Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest and
many other available on the internet nowadays.

Update your old posts and republish them:
If the blogs are not getting updated for a long time, Google starts thinking that the website
getting outdated, like inactive or dormant ones. Search engines scan for the fresh contents for
websites. So if you are posting the new ones or not, you can take alive the old one for sure.
This will affect your ranking while searching that will further decrease the traffic on your page.
The best thing you can do is to update the old posts and republish them on your website. This
will lead your page alive in searching. You can also update the older post with the timely
situations so that it will look like a relevant one.

Go for a campaign of Guest Blogging:
It is one of the cheapest marketing strategies that can gather a good range of traffic to your
page. It offers a long-lasting result too. Guest blogging is an impactful way for building backlinks
for the website. Firstly, you need to create a list of the websites and blogs as well, which
accepts the guest postings. Now, you can start posting there, and contribute theirs for traffic
increase.

Focus on the local search terms:

In case you are handling a local service or business, try to figure out the terms which are locally
used by the people. Just focus on how they can search for their needs. With this technique, the
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search engines will start considering you as a local business person of the area and will
increase your ranking while searching by the users.

Work on the image sizes:
Although, adding images to any page will make the page look effective and impactful. But try to
focus on the image sizes well. As heavy images will increase the page load, and it will decrease
the page’s loading time. Optimize image sizes and make the page lighter.

Link your pages internally:
Link your pages internally, will help you with SEO. Additionally, it offers the more useful
experience for the users too. This will definitely increase the traffic on your page.
Following these unique approaches, you can attract great traffic to your page. Keep remember,
that use the techniques in smart ways to get more positive results.
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